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“At Essentia Environments we believe that beauty should not be a luxury available only to a select few lucky enough to be born with a platinum spoon, but to 
all as life’s basic necessity. Knowing this we simply answer the inner calling of those who want to live artistically and in beautiful spaces that enhance the sense 
of being.”

The creative calling of leading interior design duo Monica and Hardesh Chawla - Essentia Environments is India’s premier design and build company that also 
happens to be one of the most innovative. Monica and Hardesh founded Essentia Environments in 1999 with the object of carrying out the business of interior 
design, turnkey execution, manufacturing and supplying of furniture alongwith decor accessories to their discerning clients. For the last twenty-one years, they 
have been designing and building dream spaces for their clients and have in the process rede�ned elegant luxury. 

An extremely original & personal signature characterises this brand, which is synonymous with innovation, style and sophistication. “We consciously try to 
design spaces that are clean and clutter free.  Above all we strive for simplicity and that is what makes our work timeless” says Monica.

However, what mostly sets Essentia apart is the complete in-house capability to execute all of the designs that the creative team comes up with. A large team 
of professionals with unparalleled manufacturing support allows the company to handle multiple projects in multiple locations with skill and justi�able 
con�dence. Having designed and executed over 900 projects, the principals still think of themselves as evolving and ever hungry for bigger challenges. “More 
than the technical know-how which in itself is an ever evolving and shifting target, what one really needs in abundance to create dream spaces is a “generous 
attitude and in�nite patience” feels Hardesh.

In synopsis, Essentia Environments endeavours to constantly better its best and continue to be recognized as India’s foremost Design and Build Company.

who we are
providing excellence in the interiors industry for over 20 years



years experience

20+

projects globally

987+

team members

400+



vision
To establish Essentia as an industry benchmark. Let our 
completed projects be a testament to both our design 
sensibility and execution capability. 

mission
Consider every project as a unique challenge irrespective of 
its size or scope and give it our best. Never compromise on 
quality or timeline. Protect clients’ interest to the best of our 
ability.

vision & mission
creating spaces that enhance the sense of being



company details
full service design and build �rm providing interior design, turnkey execution, joinery and furniture production,
and project management to residential, commercial & hospitality sectors across india.

company name
Adrem India Pvt Ltd

brand
Essentia Environments / Essentia Designs / Essentia Home / E40

legal
A Limited Liability Company
Registered under the Company Act of INDIA

nature of business
Interior design, Design management, Project management,
Turnkey execution, Furniture production and Joinery work,
and Import of furniture, Lights and Decor accessories.

number of years in business
Twenty years (established in 1999)

address
E-40, South City-1, Sector 40, Gurgaon - 122001, INDIA

contact information
p: +91 124 4975650   |   e: info@essentiaenvironments.com

bankers
The Federal Bank Ltd, Gurgaon

of�cial website
www.essentiaenvironments.com



what we do
creative and intelligent solutions with superlative
looks and unmatched functionality.

Essentia offers extended turnkey services to both our corporate and residen-
tial clients across India and overseas. Clients have the option to choose a 
single item or engage us for a full service comprising interior design, design 
management, turnkey �t outs, project management and production of 
furniture, joinery, doors, decor & furnishings.



extensive sector
experience

essentia value
proposition

dedicated
project team

signi�cant design &
build experience

proven project
approach 

an international
team of experts

strong local
presence

why essentia
A team of committed professionals with extensive experience to deliver value



design

With highly evolved design sensibilities, a natural inclination 
towards minimalism and an understanding that form always 
follows function, we strive to keep our designs simple, elegant 
and versatile. We believe that spaces need to engage our 
sensual side, touch our emotions and of course address the 
need for which they are being created while simultaneously 
adding joy to our material and immaterial lives.

a tall order? we somehow make it look easy!



turnkey �t outs

Any project involves coordination between a number of agencies and as the size and scope of work increases so does the complexity. More than ever, one needs 
professional teams in ensuring that the project meets the time deadlines and does not exceed either the budget or compromise on the design.

The depth and the size of the in-house teams at Essentia reduces if not completely eliminates the inter-agency coordination, thereby reducing the complexity and 
thus the associated stress. Moreover, having the design team under the same roof allows the execution team an unmatched degree of comfort in understanding 
and executing the designs well. Having completed hundreds of projects provides the necessary experience and the skill set to manage any project irrespective of 
its size or scope. The sheer volume of work being handled at Essentia at any given time provides us with economies of scale which makes all projects cost effective... 
And of course, all our work comes with a standard no question asked twelve-month warranty.



furniture & decor

We know what our projects need so that makes us ideally suited to design and manufacture all that needs to be placed in our projects. Whether it is furniture, doors, 
metal screens or components or any kind of furnishings, we design and produce it all at our state of the art manufacturing facility in manesar, set across a 47,000 
sq. ft. space.

Mediums like metal, stone, upholstery, wood & lacquering units allow us to be a 100% self reliant with zero dependability on third parties.





our people are our strength

We deploy talented, dedicated and coordinated design and project 
teams that work together seamlessly across departments to create 
and deliver your project. We invest a lot in their training and ensure that 
they are always familiar with the latest products and technology.

we understand our business

we understand our business
Being a full-service design and build �rm that has been offering both 
architectural and interior services across sectors for more than 20 
years now has imbibed in us signi�cant experience and learning that 
makes us the expert that we are today. Moreover, having completed 
over nine hundred projects successfully across India and overseas we 
can con�dently say that we not only understand the technical aspect 
of our business but also the people and their aspirations and
expectations from us.



who we do it for
trusted service provider to some of the
most visible companies and brands in
the region













work
experience



The heart and soul of what we provide. Our in-house and expansive design studio brings an entirely different dimension to Essentia. Following our mantra of 
‘rethink, rede�ne and recreate’ we help you envision and offer creative and intelligent responses to your goals and requirement. We understand the
importance of a detailed brief and help you de�ne your needs to us. Before we present our concept to meet your objectives and goals we
listen and understand. Though each project bene�ts from our coveted signature style, it is always original and re�ects your unique personality.

services

at our soul and in our daily practice we are a service company.

interior design





We are taskmasters at every level. Even if our team is not executing our design at a site, we expect the same level of dedication from third party vendors to execute 
them. To assist them create our vision in a most ef�cient manner and to ensure strict compliance to our designs, you can choose to station our experienced design 
coordinators at the site for the entire duration of the project. All results. No surprises.

services

design management





Our turnkey interior services include wall to wall and �oor to ceiling �t outs. Whether you are a large corporate of a discerning home owner who knows her hand 
stitched leather we provide seamless contracting services. Our in-house team of HVAC and MEP consultants, technicians, artisans, designers, project managers and 
site engineers come together to provide the highest standard of workmanship for any space irrespective of its location or size.

services

turnkey interior �t-outs

We thrive in a challenging environment and though most of our compatriots would take lack of transparency, slipping time frames and rising budgets as a given, 
we most certainly don’t. Our entire organisation across divisions is geared to manage your project in a streamlined manner that results in on-time and within-budget 
delivery. Our process includes design-quality management reviews and consultant coordination, budget management, daily and weekly reporting, task scheduling 
and BOQ veri�cation at regular intervals. Project delivery on time and within budget? Delivered.

project management





services

We are probably one of the very few if not the only one to offer �t outs on lease basis to our corporate clients. This not only frees the client to invest their capital into 
their business but also provides them with an added sense of security and frees their senior management to focus on their core business activity.

�t out leasing

We stretch the design boundaries and achieve the highest level of customisation by independently producing furniture offsite joinery and upholstery in our own 
production unit in Manesar. Our experienced in-house craftsmen consistently communicate with the design team to ensure that our team’s vision and your dream 
space is delivered in a timely and cost effective manner.

furniture, doors and joinery products



sector experience

a history of successfully completing prestigious projects across sectors.

A successful business thrives in a productive and engaging environment where people feel valued and 
welcomed. Our workspace interiors promote the corporate identity through ef�cient and visually interesting 
spaces that enhance creativity, promote productivity and distinguish you from the competition.

corporate

Home. We know its a personal story. We weave your story into the fabric of space by creating a collaborative 
environment with service as its core principle. Whether it is a luxury apartment, a villa or a sprawling farm 
house, we create ideas and solutions that help overcome the constraints of physical space and deliver 
thoughtful and inspiring spaces.

residential



design & �touts
corporates





spaces needs to enhance the joy of being to bring
joy and yes beauty to our lives.

- hardesh chawla



















architecture
luxury residences



we strive for simplicity and that is what brings sophistication to our work

-- monica chawla







luxury residences / architecture







the door handle is the handshake of the building

-juhani pllasmaa





even a brick wants to be something

-louis kahn







































































spaces needs to enhance the joy of being
to bring joy and yes beauty to our lives.

-- hardesh chawla





design can be art, design can be aesthetics. good design is
always simple and that is why it is so complicated to execute.

i believe in taking ownership and making my work as beautiful as
i can no matter how big or small.



“It’s no longer enough to create spaces that function, that are obviously 
understandable and usable, we now need to create spaces that enhance 
the sense of being, that bring joy, and yes, beauty to people’s lives. It is a 
privilege to create beautiful spaces and I feel really blessed to be doing exact-
ly that” This has been the driving force for this self-motivated and enterprising 
Business Head of Essentia Environments. One of the founding members of 
Adrem Group – the parent company, Hardesh holds an MBA from INSEAD, 
France and has over nineteen years of experience in bringing complex and 
exciting designs to life.

Having lived and worked in a number of countries he has imbibed a sense of 
professionalism and integrity that has largely de�ned his career. An engineer-
ing background has allowed him to stay objective and look for elegant 
solutions to complex problems. After a successful career in �nancial services 
and real estate, Hardesh found his true calling in creating beautiful spaces for 
a discerning set of clients in India and Overseas. From corporate spaces to 
retail to hospitality and of course high end residences he has done it all. 

“I thrive in a challenging environment. I enjoy pushing myself and my team 
and in the process evolve and improve myself and the processes. I love meet-
ing commitments and take huge pleasure in meeting the deadlines.

The feeling that you get after a job well done is immensely satisfying and gives a 
high that remains unmatched for me at least” says Mr. Chawla. “Building spaces 
is a team effort and having a large and professional team is the key that sets us 
apart. What further helps is the experience of having created hundreds of spaces 
over the past years and the fact that all the necessary skill sets are available 
in-house.

Having uninterrupted access to one of the largest Design rooms in the region to 
quali�ed MEP and HVAC consultants, to �nishing staff like carpenters, painters, 
stone maisons, in-lay workers, electricians, plumbers and pop experts - provides 
us with an unmatched degree of �exibility and con�dence to meet any dead-
line” he further adds.

Mr. Chawla attempts to capture the spirit of his times and engage in the
exciting potential that bubbles at the surface of modern India. In his own words: 
“Essentia Environments gives me the freedom to express the con�dence, power 
and attitude of today’s design world. It also gives me the opportunity to say and 
do something about the way I want our modern India to be.”

Over the years Hardesh has developed his own style and mastered the art of 
immaculate dressing. An avid squash player and a regular at gym, Hardesh 
believes that design is inevitable. The alternative to good design is bad design, 
not no design at all.



with highly evolved design sensibilities, a natural inclination
towards minimalism, and an understanding that form
always follows function, we strive to keep our designs
simple elegant and timeless.



As one of India’s leading Interior Designers Monica Chawla has been the 
creative genius behind some of the most spectacular celebrity homes in the 
country. Her innate design sensibilities backed by sheer talent bring any 
space alive! She skillfully orchestrates her sense of style into various elements 
of design in all her projects, creating an environment that is elegant, 
sophisticated, yet re�ective of her vibrant persona. Though her designs are all 
about creating spaces that are magni�cent, extravagant and 
unapologetically opulent yet they never lose sense of the purpose they are 
meant to serve. She fervently believes that space planning is an integral and 
the most important part of the interior design and that is why it deserves the 
most attention. She believes in the contemporary design sense and her skill in 
creativity stems from the way she combines classic richness with modern 
practicality.

Her international experience and exposure as well as her deep appreciation 
for the exquisite design heritage of her native India have given her pioneer 
status in an exciting design revolution in which both east and west visibly seek
inspiration from each other. An alumni of Lady Shri Ram College, Monica’s 
unique style has been brought to the attention of an elite clientele within India 
as well as attracting curiosity from other designers and patrons elsewhere in 
the world. 

As Monica puts it, “Just like a good host, my job is to anticipate the needs of 
my clients and I spend a lot of time and energy understanding their life style 
and their habits. Once I have a �x on that, I consciously try to resist giving my
imagination a free run and try

to incorporate client speci�c elements so that the result is not only original but 
also practical. I challenge the notion that pleasure isn’t functional! It is a matter 
of personal pride to have our designs cleared in the very �rst presentation to the 
client. My sensibilities lean toward fusion of modern and contemporary with 
everlasting elegance of old. And while others may think of it as a combination of 
tradition and funk, I am happy calling it contemporary classic”.

What further elevates her work from that of her contemporaries is her hands on 
approach to each element in the space no matter how big or small. “I consider 
details more important than broad strokes. Nothing works without details” says 
Monica.. ‘A good space is like a beautifully composed piece of music where a 
single jarring note can turn the piece into cacophony; That is why I insist on being 
a part of each and every aspect of that particular space from fragrance to music 
to the staff’s uniform, their training and even their bearing!’ she further adds. No 
surprise then that her work is not con�ned to architecture & �xed interiors alone 
but as she puts it in her words “From the design board to a champaign ready 
hand over and everything in between.” 

Her work ranges through commercial, corporate, hotel and residential designs. In 
a �eld rife with change and annihilation, she has emerged as a designer who 
can deliver the �avor of today and has received accolades from all her patrons 
for her creativity, integrity and professionalism. 



The patriarch of the group has been a guiding force since the inception of the company. Having worked in 
the banking industry for over four decades makes him ideally suited to manage the 
�nances of the group. His presence ensures that the budget is always balanced, the staff is well looked after 
and no matter what, the payments to vendors are made without any interest accruing on them. ‘A penny 
saved is a penny earned’ - is the mantra that he lives by and one which he rigidly enforces across the group. 
An avid negotiator and frugal by nature he negotiates hard and gets savings which are invariably passed on 
to the end clients. 

The kids are superlatively talented and tremendously motivated, however they can use some gentle 
guidance from time to time. Moreover, no one can take away my right to even rebuke them and bring them 
to line if needed’ says Mr. Chawla. ‘It is my primary job to ensure that no one takes undue advantage of the 
generous nature of the principals and to support them in this beautiful endeavor but to also keep them 
grounded whenever their enthusiasm seems to get better of them he further adds. ‘It takes years of hard work 
and honest dealing to make a name. However, one bad call can tarnish this hard earned accolade forever. 
I cannot allow that’ he says with an air of �nality.

He brings years of experience and accumulated wisdom which provides a much needed stability and 
con�dence to the entire team. A Calming in�uence, he is the rudder that provides direction to the group

H.S. CHAWLA



spaces needs to enhance the joy of being
to bring joy and yes beauty to our lives.



company details
a multi-disciplinary team with a vast suite of capabilities

»    PROJECT MANAGERS

»    ARCHITECTS

»    INTERIOR DESIGNERS

»    CAD DRAUGHTSMEN

»    ESTIMATORS / QUANTITY SURVEYORS

»    PRODUCTION MANAGERS

»    PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS

»    CHARGE HANDS

»    SITE MANAGERS / FOREMEN

»    CARPENTERS

»    MASONS

»    ELECTRICIANS

»    PLUMBERS

»    POLISHERS

»    PAINTERS

»    QUALITY INSPECTORS (SELF-ASSIGNED)

»    MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATIVES

»    LOGISTICS / TRANSPORTATION TEAMS



As one of India’s leading Interior Designers Monica Chawla has been the 
creative genius behind some of the most spectacular celebrity homes in the 
country. Her innate design sensibilities backed by sheer talent bring any 
space alive! She skillfully orchestrates her sense of style into various elements 
of design in all her projects, creating an environment that is elegant, 
sophisticated, yet re�ective of her vibrant persona. Though her designs are all 
about creating spaces that are magni�cent, extravagant and 
unapologetically opulent yet they never lose sense of the purpose they are 
meant to serve. She fervently believes that space planning is an integral and 
the most important part of the interior design and that is why it deserves the 
most attention. She believes in the contemporary design sense and her skill in 
creativity stems from the way she combines classic richness with modern 
practicality.

Her international experience and exposure as well as her deep appreciation 
for the exquisite design heritage of her native India have given her pioneer 
status in an exciting design revolution in which both east and west visibly seek
inspiration from each other. An alumni of Lady Shri Ram College, Monica’s 
unique style has been brought to the attention of an elite clientele within India 
as well as attracting curiosity from other designers and patrons elsewhere in 
the world. 

As Monica puts it, “Just like a good host, my job is to anticipate the needs of 
my clients and I spend a lot of time and energy understanding their life style 
and their habits. Once I have a �x on that, I consciously try to resist giving my
imagination a free run and try



essentia facility
seamless integration of modern production processes and artisan traditions

the lacquering atelier

Essentia is known for its know how in
lacquering and particularly for polishing
of polyester

the managerial software

Sophisticated IT system which, in
combination with modern operative
software, coordinates a �exible
production unit

the woodwork atelier

Special department for building
customised furniture, so as to adopt
to any request of our customers



essentia equipments
a state-of-the-art facility with modern tools and
equipments help to deliver seamless operations

• cutting machines

• edge bidding machines

• veneer pressing machines

• sawing machines

• polishing machines

• dry & wet paint booths

• complete hand tools

• turning & lathe machines

• laminate pressing machines



philosophy & approach



inspiration measurement &
planning

project approach
A clear practical approach which is customized to match our client’s scope and requirements.

customised
design

ordering &
installation

service &
maintainence

We’ll start choosing
the layout, equipment,
colors, and �nishes.

After the �rst meeting,
the Essentia designer
will begin to develop
outline ideas

Every Essentia project
is created to ful�ll your
vision and requirements

Once the design is agreed,
full and accurate
speci�cations are sent to
the our joinery.

It doesn’t just end
with handover, we
also promise you
ongoing service.

Design speci�cations
Functional speci�cations
Technical speci�cation
Detailed budgeting
Design documentation

Site-survey
Conceptual planning
Design Concepts
Feasibility & budgeting
Project set-up

Client brie�ng
Understanding the need
De�ning the requirements

Approval procedures
Procurement
On- site construction
Budget control

Handover
Inspection
Ongoing service
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

QUALITY ASSURANCE &
QUALITY CONTROL

HEALTH
& SAFETY

SUSTAINABILITY



project management

Our Project management covers brie�ng, budget control, design review, and approval procedures, documentation, procurement and construction.

Essentia methodology is simply procuring each aspect of its project and understanding the overall time constraints of the project and the critical lead times involved 
in each stage of project delivery, including preparing and certifying design documentation, preparation of packages, contracts, materials and site mobilization, 
“move in” and operational and interfaceissues.

Essentia understands the expansive nature of its role in any project and the importance of effective project planning and management.

Essentia’s role as project manager is crucial to ensuring appropriate sequencing and the overall build ability of the project.

The Build progress is monitored at weekly meetings followed, issuing weekly progress reports on the physical site conditions (including pictures) and weekly forecast 
of works to our clients.

We believe that the way the Essentia and the client relationship is managed should be an example to your wider stakeholder group and are proposing that we 
adopt a structured project management methodology underpinned by a robust governance structure



risk management
We understand that every project is different each with its own complexities and challenges that require sensitive handling. Essentia has proven risk management 
strategies for minimization and containment that ensure a projected time frames and meets the budgetary parameters set by clients.



quality assurance

iso certi�cation
to achieve an effective quality assurance system complying
with international standard iso9001 (quality systems)

quality control
to achieve and maintain a level of quality which enhances the
company’s reputation with customers

health & safety compliance
to ensure compliance with relevant statutory, health and safety
requirements

customer satisfaction
endeavour, at all times to maximize customer satisfaction with
the services provided

»   Establishing the right objectives and goals at operations and group level.

»   Continually improving performance by delivering only products and services 
that meet the highest standards of quality and comply with legal and other 
relevant requirements.

»   Searching for the best available technologies and innovative processes

» Ensuring sustainable quality performance through implementation and 
certi�cation of an effective quality management system complaint with ISO 
9001

»   Developing, documenting, operating and measuring processes.

»   Managing and communicating our quality strategies, performance and 
policy internally and to all interested parties.

»   Validating the effectiveness of our quality management systems through 
both internal external audit processes complying with international standards.

»   Building structured quality program that develop technical skills and 
increase awareness.

»   Ensuring suppliers embrace the same quality commitment.

»   Periodically reviewing the adequacy of our system and policies



sustainabilty
we organize the impact of interiors on its immediate surroundings and the environment as a whole, and we continually work to be
responsible stewards of our neighbourhoods and our planet. it is with this spirit that we approach projects with not merely an attitude of how we 
can create a minimal footprint, but rather how can we inspire and motivate behavior within and even beyond the structure.
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